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Transformation 
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A company’s office says everything. Who they are. 
What they value. Where they’re going. An office 
space has the power to engage employees – even 
transform their perceptions – and materials play 
a large part in making that happen. 

Today, stiff competition and emerging trends are 
pressuring companies to do more with their space. 
An office must attract and retain the best people. 
It must support different employee types, including 
the growing mobile workforce. It must make the 
most of every square foot, since wasted space is 
wasted money. Perhaps most importantly, it must 
inspire everyone inside. That’s what our materials 
make possible.

Our innovative, high-performance portfolio works 
beautifully across public lounges, collaborative 
meeting areas, and private offices – everywhere 
work gets done. We help make these settings 
inspiring and enabling, so individuals can achieve 
their fullest potential. 

What more can we do for the office? 
Look closer and discover more.

Materials that work wonders. 

High-performing structural panel 

Offers impact, water, and 
fire resistance, plus extreme 
durability for frequent cleaning

Available in SOLICORTM – 
specialty laminate with solid 
color core 

Comes in a variety of 
thicknesses 

Outperforms traditional  
veneer and Thermally Fused 
Laminate for impact and 
scratch resistance 

Moisture-resistant surface 

Increase functionality with 
specialty laminates –  
RE-COVERTM for updating, 
High Wear for extra durability, 
or Fire-Rated for code 
compliance

Our quality laminate, featuring  
your custom design 

Enhances an office’s identity 

Allows surfaces to include 
instructional wayfinding 

Ideal for company logos, 
inspirational quotes, and other 
unique designs

Pure metal surfaces that 
are adaptable and virtually 
unbreakable 

Ideal for vertical application

Blends industrial flair with 
striking, adaptable design

Adds character accents and 
drama in a space

At Wilsonart, we make the workplace somewhere worth 
discovering – over and over again. Our best-in-class 
materials allow countless forms of expression, so brands 
are able to showcase their values, their way, without 
sacrificing design. With an endless array of options, 
we provide a one-stop resource that elevates the 
workplace experience.

EVOLVE THE OFFICE 
WITH WILSONART

Our products are made with environmental responsibility. For more information, email or call us at office@wilsonart.com and 800-433-3222. 

Compact LaminateSPCHigh Pressure LaminateHPL

Wilsonart X YouWxY Decorative MetalsDM

Industry’s best-matched  
Thermally Fused Laminate, 
High Pressure Laminate,  
and Edgeband solution for 
design and texture 

Maintains visual continuity 
without compromising design

Cost-effective solution for  
low-touch applications  

Thermally Fused LaminateTFL

Withstands frequent, daily 
cleanings

Seamless, smooth, and non-
porous for stain resistance and 
easy maintenance

Easy to repair, refinish, or replace 
for low-cost, long-term service 

Solid SurfaceSS

Offers a rich and welcoming 
appearance 

Non-porous surface that’s  
stain- and scratch-resistant 

Tough, durable, and doesn’t 
require sealing, for lower 
maintenance and longer life 

QuartzQTZ

Evolving online library with 
virtually unlimited High 
Pressure Laminate designs 

Allows for expressive 
designs – an excellent graphic 
wayfinding solution

Our Spectrum offering – 
allows color matching using  
an industry-standard color 
system

Virtual Design LibraryVDL
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Drop-In Work Station

When mobile workers need a place for short 
spurts, they can drop down at spots like 
this, where our High Pressure Laminate offers 
long-term durability.

Welcome Desk

Make the right impression, right away. Elegant 
materials like our Quartz and designs from our 
Virtual Design Library make the welcoming 
experience a good one for employees and 
guests alike. 

Break Room

With our NSF-compliant Solid Surface, 
you can worry less about spills and 
messes and more about your creative 
vision. Adding High Pressure Laminate 
and Compact Laminate shelving makes 
every break a beautiful thing.

MUSHROOM 5013   HPL

CUCUMBER JUICE Y0349   VDL

KIMBERLITE 9215CE   SS

NEOWALNUT 7991   HPL/TFL PLANKED CALIFORNIA WALNUT Y0465   VDL

POTTER’S CLAY 5011   HPL

BLACK 1595   SPC

SILVER OAK PLY 8203   HPLHALDI Q4032   QTZFAWN CYPRESS 8208   HPL

Every material has 
a role to play.

HPL

DM

TFL

QTZ

For low-touch surfaces, Thermally 
Fused Laminate coordinates 
beautifully and stretches design 
budgets a long way.

For high-touch surfaces, like 
the tops of meeting tables, this 
elegant material makes a pure 
and purposeful statement.

With wide-ranging applications, 
our Decorative Metals add 
contrasting and eye-catching 
elements to the office setting.

A variety of finishes and textures 
provide creative options that turn 
functional spaces into something 
special, while protecting from 
everyday impact.

People spend hours at 
work every day. Why not 
surround them with 
beautiful, durable materials 
that enhance the culture 
while satisfying functional 
needs? With Wilsonart, 
you can.

HPL

POMPEII Q1007   QTZNEW AGE OAK 7938   TFL WEATHERED CHAR 8204   HPLPHANTOM PEARL 8211   HPL SATIN BRUSHED LITE BRONZE ALUMINUM 6261   DM

High Pressure Laminate

TFL Thermally Fused Laminate

QTZ Quartz

DM Decorative Metals
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Design that’s 
highly qualified.

VDL

HPL

Create vibrant and durable office 
environments from over 300 
designs and 16 finishes. High 
Pressure Laminate works all day 
long, supporting the employee 
experience.

By putting our Markerboard in 
meeting rooms or collaborative 
spaces, employees can sketch 
through ideas and visualize 
progress in real time.

In rooms where we meet, 
learn, present, and share 
big ideas, inspiring 
materials with wide-
ranging applications are 
more important than ever.

MB Markerboard

HPL High Pressure Laminate

Our evolving online library allows 
for expressive designs made 
from High Pressure Laminate. 
Ideal for making group spaces 
aesthetically interesting. 

VDL Virtual Design Library

Brainstorming Space

For collaborative, high-use areas, durability is 
important. Our High Pressure Laminate makes 
a strong statement, whether it’s on a table or 
functional shelving unit. 

Conference Table

Our Aligned Texture is a dynamic collection 
of woodgrains that exhibit the natural 
dimension and feel of real wood. Each design 
features AEONTM Enhanced Scratch & Scuff 
Resistance, which makes applications like 
conference tables perform better, longer.   

Education Room

From training sessions to employee 
orientations, our Solid Surface, High 
Pressure Laminate, and Markerboard 
work together, making your built-ins a 
perfect match with multipurpose furniture.  

TAUPE GEO Y0623   VDLCASUAL LINEN 4944   TFL FROSTY WHITE 1573   MB

CARTER OAK 17004   HPLWALLABY D439   HPLVERANDA TEAK 8209   HPL/TFL

FROSTY WHITE 1573   MB

VAPOR STRANDZ 4939   HPL WHITE STONE 9208CS   SS ZEBRAWOOD 7980   HPL

MB

FROSTY WHITE 1573   MB
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SILVER OAK PLY 8203 AND DOVE GREY D92   SPC

PRESSED LINEN 4991 AND DOVE GREY D92   SPC

MB

HPL

HPL

EB

Smart Office

Our High Pressure Laminate offers the 
functionality and affordability of laminate 
with the look of real wood. Specifying 
TracelessTM Laminate – which masks 
smears, smudges, and  streaks – really 
gives work surface tops a sleek look.

FIELD ELM 7999   HPLCHARCOAL VELVET 15504   HPL

Task Center

Our SOLICORTM Compact Laminate is a high-
performing structural panel, ideal for work surfaces 
or built-in cubbies. Available in a variety of 
coordinating core colors and thicknesses. Its solid-
color core provides a continuous look, eliminating 
the brown line associated with traditional laminate. 

Personality that 
works overtime.

Reference Area

Materials make the space, like when Compact 
Laminate wall cubbies, a High Pressure 
Laminate work table, and drawer fronts from 
our Virtual Design Library bring organization 
and customization together as one.

Durable, beautiful, and moisture-
resistant. Ideal for high-touch 
areas, including personal desks. 
Specified with AEONTM Scratch 
and Scuff-Resistant Technology, 
this surface performs better, longer.

Plenty of spaces support 
employees throughout 
their day. Whether it’s a 
private office or supply 
room, we ensure the design 
and durability of these 
areas never take a day off.

INDIGO D379   SPC

SOCIETY HOUNDSTOOTH Y0082   VDLPHANTOM CHARCOAL 8214   HPL

FROSTY WHITE 1573   MBBEIGEWOOD 7850   HPL LODEN ZEPHYR 4844   HPL

For taking personal notes or 
scribbling down ideas, our 
Markerboard surface adds a nice 
touch to personal office settings.

We give offices an edge they 
deserve. For all sorts of 
applications, our best-matched 
edge solution complements 
more than 200 laminate designs 
and textures.

MB Markerboard

EB Edgeband

HPL High Pressure Laminate
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MOON GEYSER 
9209CM

SS

STICKLEY OAK 
17003K-57

HPL

MILWAUKEE JCT. RUST 
Y0397K-22

VDL

LINEAR GRAPHITE 
Y0496K-28

VDL TAILORED LINEN 
4992-38

HPL

MAGNOLIA 
5012K-19

HPL

ASTRO STRANDZ 
4940K-18

HPL

WHITE CYPRESS 
7976K-12

HPL

HOT STONE 
9201GS

SS

SALAR 
Q4028

QTZ

VIA AUGUSTA 
Q4024

QTZ

FROSTY WHITE MIRAGE 
1573MG

SS

POTTER’S CLAY 
5011K-22

HPL

ASIAN NIGHT 
7949K-18

HPL

FISHER OAK 
17002K-57

HPL

PORTICO TEAK 
8210K-28

HPL

URBAN OBSCURA 
Y0612K-22

VDL

SILVER OAK PLY 
8203K-28

HPL

CALCUTTA MARBLE 
4925K-07

HPL

RAIN SHADOW 
Q4034

QTZ CARTER OAK 
17004K-57

HPL

LOW LINE 
7998K-18

HPL

VERANDA TEAK 
8209K-28

HPL

CASUAL LINEN 
4944-38

HPL

CRISP LINEN 
4942-38

HPL GREY ELM 
8201K-12

HPLTARNISHED KILIM 
Y0561K-60

VDL

ASHBEE OAK 
17000K-57

HPLEMPIRE STATE 
Q1015

QTZ WHITE BARN 
7977K-12

HPL

Coffee Break

Moment of Zen

Reception Appeal Odds and Ends

SANDY TOPAZ 
4862K-07

HPL

TUMBLED STONE 
9220CE

SS FIELD ELM 
7999K-12

HPL LIGHT OAK PLY 
8202K-28

HPL

TAUPE GEO 
Y0623-60

VDL FLAX LINEN 
4990-38

HPL

Noon Lunch

Design Time

We make your job simple in so many ways.

Visit wilsonart.com and discover thousands 
of options, countless possibilities, and 
designs that support the office experience.



Wilsonart, a world leading engineered surfaces company, is driven by a 
mission to create surfaces people love, with service you can count on, 
delivered by people who care. The company manufactures and distributes 
High Pressure Laminate, Quartz, Solid Surface, Coordinated TFL and 
Edgebanding and other engineered surface options for use in the office, 
education, healthcare, residential, hospitality and retail markets. Operating 
under the Wilsonart®, Resopal®, Polyrey®, Arborite®, Laminart®, Bushboard™, 
Shore™, Mermaid™, Ralph Wilson®, KML® and Durcon® brands, the company 
continuously redefines decorative surfaces through improved performance 
and aesthetics. For more information, visit www.wilsonart.com or connect with 
us on Facebook, Houzz, Pinterest, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.

Let’s work together.
SURFACES FOR THE OFFICE
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